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The rates of convergence of Schauder decompositions in L, and Wr’ are 
established. An application of Schauder decompositions to numerical solutions for 
integral of the second kind is made. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper is an extension of the study which began in [3,4]. The notion 
of Schauder decomposition is a generalization of the notion of Schauder 
basis. It was first shown in [3,4] that this abstract concept in the study of 
basis can be applied to solving practical problems. By restricting the rank of 
Schauder decompositions to be finite, we can use them as a means of 
discretization for problems imposed on a space of infinite dimension. (Such a 
control problem is discussed in [3].) In Section 1, a series of elementary but 
critical results are established concerning the rates of convergence of 
Schauder decompositions. Schauder decompositions can be used to obtain 
numerical solutions for integral equations of the seond kind or for the 
control problem mentioned above. The rate of convergence of these 
numerical solutions is competitive with the rate of convergence of numerical 
solutions obtained from the method of projections with projections taken on 
the cubic spline function space. Although both projection methods produce 
numerical solutions of equal convergence rates, there is a clear advantage in 
dealing with projections which are Schauder decompositions. For example, 
as we shall see in Section 2, when we seek numerical solutions for integral 
equations of the second kind, i.e., x(t) - sf: k(t, s) x(s) ds = f(t) or simply 
x - Kx= f in operator form, we must examine the convergence and the 
stability of our projection methods. In this connection, we must obtain some 
conditions to guarantee IIP,K - K(I -+ 0. An easy and direct way to ensure 
this is to have projections {P,} satisfy ]]Pnx - xl] + 0 for each x in the space 
over which P,‘s are defined. Of course, a construction of Schauder decom- 
position ensures this fact. 
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Many of the projections which are used in numerical methods are 
uniformly bounded. However the uniform boundedness of projections is not 
sufficient for the pointwise convergence of {P,}. 
Recently there have been a number of papers written on spline bases for 
Banach spaces, including Schauder bases, e.g., [8]. The author feels that 
projections defined according to these Schauder bases can also serve well in 
applications. 
1. SCHAUDER DECOMPOSITIONS 
In order to make this paper self-contained, we include some definitions 
and theorems from our earlier papers. 
1.1 DEFINITION. A Schauder decomposition for a normed linear space X 
is a sequence of projections {P,} from X into X such that 
(i) P, is continuous and finite rank for each n E N, 
(ii) P, P, = P, P, = Pmin,m,n, for each m, n E N and 
(iii) lim, P,x =x for each x E X. 
For each it E N, we define the Sobolev space IV:’ as follows: 
FVF’ = {f:f’“-” E AC[O, 1] and ftn) EL, [0, l]}. 
For IZ = 1, we define a norm )I] 11/i on $‘) by lllfllll = IfPI + Ilf’Ilpa For 
n> 1, we define inductively a norm 111 ]/In on IV:’ by Illfll], = 
D-w + Illf’ Illn- 1 * 
Proposition A [4]. For each f E L, and n E N we define 
(P,f)(x) = $ (3” j-njf(r) dt) X&l 
k=l k 
where Sp’ = {t: (k - 1)/3” < t < k/3”} and Xskcn, is the characteristic 
functionon Sp’. Then {P,} is a Schauder decomposition of L,. 
PROPOSITION B [4]. The sequence { Qi} r=, is a Schauder decomposition 
of WF’ for each n E N where Qz = T-“P,T” + E, with Tnf = f(“’ and 
E,f = f(0) + f’(O)x + ... + (l/(n - l)!)f’“-“(0)x”-‘. 
1.1 PROPOSITION. Let {Qi} be the Schauder decomposition for Wr’ as 
in Proposition B. Then II Qill = 1 for each n, k E N. 
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Proof Since Qi is a projection for each k, n E N (1 Qzll> 1. Now, for 
T-” 3 (T- l)n, 
II Q; II = sup IIW-“Pk T” + ErJf llln 
Illflll”=l 
fswy 
G sup MT-“P,Wllln + III~,flllnI 
IllfIll”= 
fswb”’ 
+ IEnfP)l + III(Enf>’ Ilk- I 1 
\ x”/n! 
where gjCx> = 1 o 
on Sjk’ 
otherwise 
+ lflO>l+ Ill Y(O)+f”(O)x+ .** + @ J 21, f(n-‘Yo)xn-2 Ill I n-1 
+ IfPI + If’P>l + 
/Ii f(n-1Yw-3 
If’“‘(O dt + ,$, If”- “@‘>I 1 
few?’ 
< 1. Q.E.D. 
III n-2 1 
1.2 PROPOSITION. Let (Pk] be the Schauder decomposition as in 
Proposition A. Then 1) P,II = 1 for each k E N. 
Proof of Proposition 1.2 is similar to the proof of Proposition 1.1, hence 
we omit it. The importance of the fact that the projections have norm 1 is 
widely known. For example, Ikebe [2] points out that if the norm of a 
compact operator K in the Fredholm equation of the second kind, 
x - Kx = f, is strictly less than 1, then the Galerkin approximation matrix 
associated with the equation has its spectral radius < 1. Hence the system is 
solvable by any one of the successive iteration methods which, of course, are 
superior in the case that the Galerkin matrix is large and sparse. The 
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following proposition shows that IV:’ can be continuously embedded in L, . 
This is known, of course, under different normings on IV:‘, e.g., see [7]. A 
proof is included for completeness. 
1.3 PROPOSITION. Let fE Wr’ n > 1, p 2 1. The Ilfll, G Illflll,~ 
ProoJ: Since f(x) = (tf’(s) ds + f(O), 
Ilfll, G S;P, /j; If’@>l ds + If(o>l~ x E LO, 11 
G IV’ Ilp + IfPI* 
A successive application of this inequality to f and f’ together with the fact 
that II gllp < II gll,V g E L, now yields 
Ilfll, G III-’ lip + IfP>l G IV IL + VW 
G Ilf” Ilp + If’PI + IfP)l* 
Inductively for n > 1, 
llfll, G lIPlIp + ,tl If- ‘W = Illfllln * Q.E.D. 
We denote w(f, h) to mean the modulus of continuity off, i.e., cu(f, h) = 
suPtf(s) -ml: Is - tl G h}. 
1.4 PROPOSITION. Let fEL,nC[O, l],p> 1. Then IIP,f-fll,= 
w4.L l/3")). 
If f & C [0, 11, then we must approximate it by some h E C[O, 1 ] as in 
Proposition 1.4 [4]. Schauder decompositions then converge to f in the order 
of O(o(h, l/3”)) to within the accuracy of approximation off by h. 
1.5 PROPOSITION. Let f E Wr’ and furthermore assume that 
fen) E C[O, 11, p > 1, n > 1. Then IllQif - f Ill,, = O(coGf(“), 1/3k)). 
Proofs of Propositions 1.4 and 1.5 can be made directly using the 
definitions of P, and Qi. A referee pointed out that since P, and Qi are 
projections onto spline spaces, proofs can also be made using the approx- 
imation power of splines and the boundedness of projections. He also noted 
that similar results to Propositions A and B can be found in the literature of 
spline theory. 
1.6 PROPOSITION. Let (Pk} and {Qi] be Schauder decompositions 
defined as before on L, and Wr’, respectively. If f satisfies the hypothesis of 
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Proposition 1.4, then [IPkf-fllco = O(o(f, l/3’)) and if f satisj?s the 
hypothesis of Proposition 1.5, then l/Qif -f/l, = O(o(f("), 1/3k)). 
Proof is immediate from earlier propositions. This proposition shows that 
our present method of projection provides a rate of convergence which is 
competitive with the method of projection in which projections are taken on 
the space of cubic spline functions. 
2. INTEGRAL EQUATIONS OF THE SECOND KIND 
In this section we show that an application of Schauder decompositions i  
in particular suitable for the study of a numerical solution of integral 
equations of the second kind. We focus our attention on the Fredholm 
integral equation 
x(s) - 1” A (s, t) x(t) dt = y(s), a<s<b, 
a 
where Kx(s) = sf: A@, t) x(t) dt, a < s < b, defines a compact operator on 
X= C[a, b]. Since a solution is normally sought in the space C[a, b], it is 
sufficient to deal with the projections {Pk} and {Q:} for this problem. As it 
was pointed out in the Introduction, a crucial point in each projection 
method lies partly in the fact that the uniform boundedness of projections 
{R,} is not sufficient to induce IIR,y - yll --t 0 as n+ 00 for y E X. Of 
course a construction of Schauder decomposition ensures this fact. The 
following proposition contains our main idea. It is also a reformulation of 
Proposition 3.1 [4]. 
2.1 PROPOSITION. Let X be a Banach space and {R,} be a Schauder 
decomposition for X. Let the Fredholm integral equation be written, in 
operator form, by x - Kx = f for x, f E X. Assume that there exists a 
positive integer N such that 11 R,KII < 1 for n > N. Then the equations 
x, - R,Kx, = R, f and x - Kx = f have unique solutions in X,, = R,X and 
X, respectively, and 
llx--x,Il Q llv-K)-‘ll~llf--Rnfll + ll(K-RnK)x”lII 
< const III-R Il{dist(S, X,) + dist(Kx,, X,)}. 
Note. Since our Schauder decomposition has norm 1, llR,Kll < 1 for 
each n E N fulfilled if l\Kll < 1. The first half of the argument employed in 
the proof is due to Ikebe [2]. We include it for completeness, 
409/102/l-14 
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Proof. Since llR,,K]l < 1, for eachn >N, (I--R,K)-’ exists for such an 
II by a well-known theorem of Banach. Also since K is compact, 
IIRnK--Ku -+ 0 as n+ a~. Hence II(Z-R.K)-‘(R.K-K)ll < 1 for sufft- 
ciently large n, which in turn implies the existence of (Z - (Z - R,K)-’ 
(R,K-K))-‘. Since (I-K)=(Z-RR.K)(Z+(Z-R,K)-‘(R.K-K)) for 
sufficiently larfe n, (Z-K)-’ = (Z + (Z - R,K)-‘(R,K-K))-‘(I - R,K)-‘. 
Let x,EX, and xEX be such that x,-R,Kx,=R,f and x-Kx=f. 
Then 
(Z - K)(x - x,J = (Z - K)x - (Z - K)x, 
=f-x,+Kx,=f +Kx,-R,f -R,Kx, 
=f -R,f +(K-R,K)x,. 
Hence 
lb--Al < IIV-W’II {llf -R,fll + IIV-W%llI 
< const III - R, ]I {dist(f, X,) + dist(Kx,, X,,)}. Q.E.D. 
In a recent paper [5], a new way of viewing a projection method was 
presented. For a sequence of subspaces {U,,}, the method defines the approx- 
imate equation to be y, -K, y, = f, where K, is an operator whose range is 
KU,, and K, z = Kz for Kz for z E U,, . Upon factoring K into a product of 
two bounded operators A and B, K can be defined to be in the form 
K, = BT,A. Z,, is a projection satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) Z,, is a projection with domain D 2 AX and range AU,,; and 
either 
(ii) IIA-Z’T,AI(+O as n+co; or 
(ii)’ ll(B - BT,) ABT,A I/ -+ co, together with IIBT,A I/ < m < co for 
some m independent of IZ and SU~,,,~(,,),,~,,= i li(B -ST,,) Axll + 0 where 
E,(y) is the space spanned by U, and y. 
If we choose B = K, A = Z or B = Z, A = K and {Z, } is a Schauder decom- 
position, then these conditions are clearly satisfied. The method produces a 
sequence {y,} of approximate solutions which converges to the actual 
solution faster than the classical projection method would. More important, 
in the opinion of this author, is the fact that an approximate solution y, gives 
a superior global approximation to y when we select B = K, A = I. For, 
y, = f + KT,, y, and hence y, belongs to C[a, b]. The following proposition 
is analogous to Proposition 2.1 and can be proved similarly. 
2.2 PROPOSITION. Let X be a Banach space and {R,} be a Schauder 
decomposition for X. Let Fredholm integral equation be written, in operator 
form, x - Kx = f for x, f E X. Assume K, = BR,A where B = K, A = Z or 
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B = I, A = K and x - Kx = f has a unique solution for each f E X. Then the 
equation x, - K, x, = f has a solution in X, = R,X and 
For the case K, = KR,, the method of Sloan et al. suggests the following 
“refinement” of the classical approximate solution. The method is based 
upon the classical successive approximation technique. Let x, satisfy 
x, - R,Kx, = R,f. Let xy’ = f + Kx, and inductively we define x$’ ‘) = 
f + Kxt’ for i > 1. Let /I = ll(Z - K)-‘11 llK[l and assume p < 4. Then 
(I-K)(x-x;‘)=f -(I-K)x;‘)=x;‘)-Kx,-x;)+Kx;) 
= K(x;” - x,). 
Hence 
llx--~‘lI,<ll(Z--K)-‘llII~IIll~b’~-~~li 
< PW’ --x/I +/Ix--Al/ 
and so 
II+49 < &II,-&II. 
Inductively 
l/x--x ;+“I1 < j+xL% . . . < (&)‘+’ /lx-xX,11. 
This shows that the sequence of refinements {xc’} converges to x provided 
p < 4. 
Finally let I,, -A,, denote the matrix representation (i.e., the Galerkin 
matrix) for the operator Z - R, K, where (R, } is one of Schauder decom- 
positions discussed in Section 1. Then [ 2, p. 4741 
lim sup IV,-AA IIV, -AJ’ll GIIV-K>ll IIV-W’II (sup 11~,11>’ n-m n 
= IIV - K)Il IIV - K) - ’ I/> 
the stability of the Galerkin linear system depends totally upon the condition 
number of Z - K but not the choice of projection. Therefore, it is reasonable 
to conclude that the Galerkin linear system arising in connection with 
Schauder decomposition is stable provided the eigenvalues of an operator K 
are sufficiently for away from 1. 
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